The ACL Anthology is a service offered by the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), allowing open access to the proceedings of all ACL-sponsored conferences and journal articles. It offers search of indexed papers, author-specific pages, and services that can be embedded within pages. It is Open Source, and maintained on a volunteer basis.

A brief history of the Anthology

- **2001** The Anthology is proposed as a project to the ACL Executive by Steven Bird.
- **2002** First version of the Anthology, with Steven Bird taking the position of Editor.
- **2008** Min-Yen Kan takes the role of Editor.
- **2012** A second version of the Anthology is released. Maintenance continues to this day.
- **2017** After several years hosted in the University of Singapore, the Anthology relocates to Saarland University.

Current state of the Anthology

- **43k** hosted papers
- **4.5k** daily hits

The Anthology is a community project run by volunteers, coordinated by the Editor. Hosting has been typically provided by universities free of charge and all code is publicly available on Github:

https://github.com/acl-org/acl-anthology

Future proofing the Anthology

With the Anthology in a stable state, it is time to plan ahead. We identified three main areas of work:

- Documenting every aspect of the system, to simplify onboarding of new members when project members change.
- Update/replace all outdated dependencies.
- Reinforce our development process to quickly detect bugs and/or data inconsistencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backlog</th>
<th>In research</th>
<th>In progress</th>
<th>Done</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade and/or migrate outdated dependencies</td>
<td>Full test coverage and consistency checks</td>
<td>Docker image for releases</td>
<td>Add index support for multiple search engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full test search over uploaded papers</td>
<td>Document and update the version control process</td>
<td>Add staging server</td>
<td>Add a test server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenges for the Community

We want the Anthology to grow beyond a repository of scientific papers. We invite the community to contribute ideas and implementations on all areas. We suggest two possible first projects:

- Add anonymous pre-print support, helping authors and preserving double-blind review - either as collaboration with pre-print services like ArXiv, or as an extension
- Use the paper database to find suitable reviewers for submissions in future conferences

You can also download our Docker image, including all metadata on ACL papers, and start hacking right away. For references on other cool projects involving the Anthology, make sure to check the Further Reading section!

Join the Anthology team!

We are always looking for new volunteers to keep the Anthology running. Programmers (especially Ruby on Rails), system administrators, software engineers... every little bit helps!

Interested? Know someone? Get in touch with us! Contact any of the authors, or follow us on Github!